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ON CONCEPT OF PARITY FOR A FERMION
Abstrat
The known problem of fermion parity is onsidered on the base of investigating possible
liner single-valued representations of spinor overings of the extended Lorentz group. It is
shown that in the frame of this theory does not exist, as separate onepts, P-parity and
T-parity for a fermion, instead only some unified onept of (PT)-parity an be determined
in a group-theoretial language.
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1. On spinor spae-time struture
It is well-known that the spae-time vetor xa = (t, x, y, z) an be identified with the expliit realization
of the one-valued simplest representation of the (restrited) Lorentz group L↑+. But in nature we fae
partiles of integer and half-integer spin, bosons and fermions. Among respetive sets of Lorentz group
representations, entities desribing bosons and fermions, there exists a lear-ut distintion: boson-based
representations Tbos. are single-valued whereas fermion-based representations Tferm. are double-valued
on the group L↑+. In other words, Tbos. are global representations, whereas Tferm. are just loal ones. One
might have advaned a number of theoretial arguments to neglet suh a light trouble. However, the
fat of prime importane is that this global-loal diffiulty annot be leared up  in the frames of the
orthogonal group L↑+ = SO0(3.1) it is insurmountable [1-33℄.
It has long been known that to work against the global-loal problem one must investigate and employ
one-valued representations (boson-based as well as fermion-based) of the overing group SL(2.C). The
group SL(2.C) is other group, different from L↑+ = SO0(3.1), but it is linked to the latter by a quite
definite homomorphi mapping [1-5℄. At this every loal representation of the orthogonal group has its
ounterpart  global representation of the overing group; evidently, it is a quite usual proedure.
In essene, a strong form of this hanging L↑+ = SO0(3.1) =⇒ SL(2.C), when instead of the
orthogonal Lorentz group L↑+ = SO0(3.1) we are going to employ the overing group SL(2.C) and its
representations throughout, and in addition we are going to work in the same manner at desribing
the spae-time struture itself, is the known Penrose-Rindler spinor approah. Else one point should be
emphasized in this ontext: there exists a lose onnetion between the above spinor approah in physis
and the known Kustaanheimo-Stiefel tehnis
2
. Even more, one may say that these two methods are
intrinsially the same, though looking differently.
An essential feature of the present work is the use of 4-spinors (bispinors in physial terms) instead
of 2-spinors that are the base for the most literature. The foundation to do so is that among 4-spinors
there exists real-valued ones, so-alled Majorana 4-spinors [6℄. The simplest real-valued 4-spinor depends
upon four real parameters, exatly as in the ase of Weyl omplex 2-spinor. But these two models are
not equivalent beause all properties under spinor disrete symmetry transformations are immersed in
the 4-spinor tehnis from the very beginning, whereas in the 2-spinor model it is not so.
Therefore, starting from real 4-spinors, as fundamental physial objets, one may expet to embed
disrete symmetry operations in spinor form and simultaneously to trae in detail the appearane of the
imaginary i in the model, whih is of prime importane in quantum theory (for example, by translating
the real Majorana wave equation into a omplex Dira's).
The present work is restrited to investigating only the problem of aurate desription of the one-
valued representations of four different spinor groups, all overing the full Lorentz group L↑↓+−, inluding
P ant T - refletions. The results obtained will provide us with the base for a new disussion of the old
fermion parity problem [9-34℄.
2. Spinor overing of the total Lorentz group L↑↓+−
By adding to the set of proper orthohronous Lorentz matries
L ba (k, k
∗) = δ¯bc [ −δ
b
c k
n k∗n + kc k
b∗ + k∗c k
b +
+ i ǫ bmnc km k
∗
n ] , L(k, k
∗) = L(−k,−k∗) (2.1a)
two matries
P : L(P )ba = +δ¯
b
a , T : L
(T )b
a = −δ¯
b
a (2.1b)
one readily produes the total Lorentz group L↑↓+−. The ommutation rules between L
b
a (k, k
∗) and the
disrete elements P, T are defined by the relation
δ¯ba L
c
b (k, k
∗) = L ba (k¯
∗ , k¯) δ¯cb . (2.1c)
It is known that the group L↑↓+− has four types of vetor representations:
T ba (L) = f(L) L
b
a , L ∈ L
↑↓
+− . (2.2a)
2
The author is grateful to Yu.A. Kurohkin for pointing out this onnetion and the desirability to have investigated it
in more detail; also the author is grateful to E.A. Tolkahev for explanation of the main ideas of the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel
approah.
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Here f(L) stands for a real-valued funtion on the group L↑↓+− obeying the equation
f(L1) f(L2) = f(L1 L2) . (2.2b)
Eq. (2.2b) an be satisfied by four different funtions (L ∈ L↑↓+−):
f1(L) = 1 , f2(L) = det(L) ,
f3(L) = sgn (L
0
0 ) , f4(L) = det(L) sgn (L
0
0 ) . (2.2c)
Correspondingly there exist four 4-vetor representations of the full Lorentz group :
1. T1(L) = L 2. T2(L) = L
T1(P ) = +P T2(P ) = −P
T1(T ) = +T T2(T ) = −T
3. T3(L) = L 4. T4(L) = L
T3(P ) = +P T4(P ) = −P
T3(T ) = −T T4(T ) = +T
. (2.3)
It is readily verified that these four are non-equivalent ones.
It should be emphasized that the above-desribed enlargement of the group L ba (k, k
∗) by adding two
disrete operations P and T is not an enlargement of the spinor group SL(2.C), instead it is only an ex-
pansion of the orthogonal group L↑−. From a spinor view-point the operations P and T are transformations
ating in the spae of 2-rank spinors but not in the spae of 1-rank spinors. Often, all group-theoretial
onsideration of disrete symmetry problems is redued only to this treatment. Evidently, a more om-
prehensive study of P, T -symmetry an be done in the framework of first-rank spinors, when one extends
the overing group SL(2.C) by adding spinor disrete operations.
Now we an start to solve this task. A overing group for the total Lorentz group an be made
onstrutively by adding two speifi 4×4-matries to the known set of bispinor transformations S˜L(2.C)
of the group SL(2.C)
S(k, k¯∗) =
(
B(k) 0
0 B(k¯∗)
)
∈ S˜L(2.C) ∼ SL(2.C). (2.4)
Those two new matries are to be taken from the following
M =
(
0 I
I 0
)
, M ′ = iM , N =
(
0 −iI
+iI 0
)
, ′N = iN (2.5)
with the multipliation table
M M ′ N ′N
M
(
I 0
0 I
) (
iI 0
0 iI
) (
+iI 0
0 −iI
) (
−I 0
0 +I
)
M ′
(
+iI 0
0 +iI
) (
−I 0
0 −I
) (
−I 0
0 +I
) (
−iI 0
0 +iI
)
N
(
−iI 0
0 +iI
) (
+I 0
0 −I
) (
+I 0
0 +I
) (
+iI 0
0 +iI
)
′N
(
+I 0
0 −I
) (
+iI 0
0 −iI
) (
+iI 0
0 +iI
) (
−I 0
0 −I
)
(2.6)
It should be noted that the squared matries M,M ′, N,′N equal +I,−I ∈ S˜L(2.C). Therefore,
having added any two elements from these we will have extended the group S˜L(2.C) in fat by two new
operations only. Also, beause the group L(2.C) ontains −I, extension of the group by any two from
−M,−M ′,−N,−′N results in the same.
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However, if one hooses any other different from + 1,−1,+i,−i phase fators at M,M ′, N,′N , then
one will obtain substantially new extended groups. For instane, addition of the disrete element αM
with α = exp(i2π/n) leads to a group extended by (n− 1) new elements:
α M , α2 I , α3 M ,α4 , . . . , α(n−1) M .
Those will not be onsidered in the present work.
So, enlarging the group S˜L(2.C) as was shown above, we obtain six overing groups:
GM = { S(k, k¯
∗) ⊎M ⊎M ′ } , GN = { S(k, k¯
∗) ⊎N ⊎ ′N } ,
G′ = { S(k, k¯∗) ⊎M ′ ⊎N } , ′G = { S(k, k¯∗) ⊎′ N ⊎M } ,
G = { S(k, k¯∗) ⊎M ⊎N } , ′G′ = { S(k, k¯∗) ⊎M ′ ⊎′ N }
(2.7)
with multipliation tables
GM : M
2 = +I , M
′2 = −I , MM ′ = M ′M ;
GN : N
2 = +I , ′N2 = −I , N ′N =′ NN ;
G′ : M
′2 = −I , N2 = +I , M ′N = −NM ′ ;
′G : ′N2 = −I , M2 = +I , ′NM = −M ′N ;
G : M2 = +I , N2 = +I , MN = −NM ;
′G′ : M
′2 = −I , N
′2 = −I , M ′ ′N = −′NM ′
(2.8)
and
F S(k, k¯∗) = S(k¯∗, k) F , F ∈ {M,M ′, N,′N} . (2.9)
One an notie that the tables for the groups GM and GN happen to oinide; as well those of G
′
and
′G. This implies that the groups GM and GN represent the same abstrat group, as well as G and
′G. Indeed, it is readily verified that GM and GN , as well as G
′
and
′G, an be inverted into eah other
by a similarity transformation:
GN = A GM A
−1 : A S(k, k¯∗) = S(k¯∗, k) A , (2.10a)
A M A−1 = +N , A M ′ A−1 = +′N ,
A = const
(
−iI 0
0 +I
)
;
′G = A G′ A−1 : A S(k, k¯∗) = S(k¯∗, k) A , (2.10b)
A M ′ A−1 = +′N , A N A−1 = −M ,
A = const
(
−iI 0
0 +I
)
.
In other words, above only four different overing groups were defined. As long as in literature all six
variants are enountered, all six will be traed below.
3. Representations of extended spinor groups
Now let us onstrut exat linear representations of the groups GM , GN , G
′, ′G, G, ′G′. It suffies
to onsider in detail only one group, for definiteness let it be GM . Its multipliation table is
M2 = −I , M
′2 = −I , M M ′ = M M (3.1)
F S(k, k¯∗) = S(k¯∗, k) F , ( F = M ,M ′ ) ,
(k1, k¯
∗
1)(k2, k¯
∗
2) = (< k1, k2 >, < k¯
∗
1 , k¯
∗
2 >) .
Here the symbol < , > stands for the known multipliation rule for the vetor-parameter on the group
SL(2.C):
< k1, k2 >= ( k
0
1 k
0
2 +
~k1 ~k2 ; ~k1 k
0
2 + k
0
2
~k1 + i [ ~k1 ~k2 ] ) .
Let us look for solution of the problem g −→ T (g) in the form
T (g) = f(g) g , g ∈ GM , f(g1) f(g2) = f(g1 g2) (3.2a)
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where f(g) is a numerial funtion on the group GM . Substituting (3.2a) into (3.1) we get to
[f(M)]2 = f(I) , [f(M ′)]2 = f(−I) ,
f(S(k, k¯∗)) = f(S(k¯∗, k)) ,
f(S(k1, ~k
∗
1)) f(S(k2),
~k∗2)) = f(S(< k1, k2 > , <
~k∗1 ,
~k∗2 >)) .
There exist four different funtions fi satisfying the equation above:
GM f1(g) = f2(g) = f3(g) = f4(g) =
S(k, k¯∗) +1 +1 +1 +1
M +1 −1 +1 −1
M ′ +1 −1 −1 +1 .
(3.2b)
Correspondingly we have four representations Ti(g) of the group GM . In the same manner one an
onstrut analogous representation Ti(g) of remaining five groups. All those an be desribed by the
following table
g = T1(g) = T2(g) = T3(g) = T4(g) =
S(k, k¯∗) S(k, k¯∗) S(k, k¯∗) S(k, k¯∗) S(k, k¯∗)
GM M +M −M +M −M
M ′ +M ′ −M ′ −M ′ +M ′
GN N +N −N +N −N
′N +′N −′N −′N +′N
G′ M ′ +M ′ −M ′ +M ′ −M ′
N +N −N −N +N
′G ′N +′N −′N +′N −′N
M +M −M −M +M
G M +M −M +M −M
N +N −N +N −N
′G′ M ′ +M ′ −M ′ +M ′ −M ′
′N +′N −′N −′N +′N
(3.3)
For eah of the groups under onsideration one an ask a question: are the four representations Ti(g)
equivalent or not. With the help of relations
F = const
(
−I 0
0 +I
)
, F S(k, k¯∗) F−1 = S(k, k¯∗) , (3.4a)
F M F−1 = −M , F M ′ F−1 = −M ′ F ,
N F−1 = −N , F ′N F−1 = −′N
it is easily follows that the type T2(g) is equvalent to the type T1(g), às well as T4(g) is equivalent to
T3(g):
T2(g) = F T1(g) F
−1 , T4(g) = F T3(g) F
−1 . (3.4b)
Summarizing, we have got to the following: for every of six groups only two non-equivalent
representations g → T (g) = f(g) g are possible: T1(g) ∼ T2(g) T3(g) ∼ T4(g) . Evidently,
this result does not depend on an expliit realization of the disrete spinor transformations.
The above study of the exat linear representations of the extended spinor groups leads to a
new onept of a spae-time intrinsi parity of a fermion. In group-theoretial terms P -parity
and T -parity do not have any sense, instead only their joint harateristi, that might be
alled (PT )-parity, an be defined in the group-theory framework3.
3
It should be added that a very similar fat was noted by Yu. Shirokov [28℄ and De Vitt [32℄.
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4. Representations of the overings for L↑+− and L
↑↓
+
Now we are going to onsider the problem of linear representations of the spinor groups that are
supposedly over the partly extended Lorentz groups L↑+− and L
↑↓
+ (improper orthohronous and proper
non-orthohronous respetively). Suh overings of partly extended groups an be onstruted by adding
any one matrix from M,M ′, N,′N .
It is known that orthogonal groups L↑+− and L
↑↓
+ have vetor representations of only two types. The
ase of the group L↑+−:
T1 = T3 : L =⇒ L = (sgn L
0
0 ) L , (4.1a)
T2 = T4 : L =⇒ L = (detL)L = (detL)(sgn L
0
0 ) L . (4.1b)
The ase of the group L↑↓+ looks as
T1 = T4 : L =⇒ L = (detL)(sgn L
0
0 ) L , (4.2a)
T2 = T3 : =⇒ L = (detL) L = (sgn L
0
0 ) L . (4.2b)
Now let us proeed to partly extended spinor groups, overings for L↑↓+ and L
↑
+−. With the use of one
additional disrete operation one an determine four extended spinor groups:
S˜L(2.C)M = { S(k, k¯
∗) ⊕ M} and so on . (4.3)
In so doing extended groups S˜L(2.C)M , S˜L(2.C)N turn out to be isomorphi. Analogously, S˜L(2.C)M ′
is isomorphi to S˜L(2.C)′N . Thus, there exist only two different spinor groups, eah of them overs both
L↑↓+ and L
↑
+−:
S˜L(2.C)M ∼ S˜L(2.C)N , S˜L(2.C)M ′ ∼ S˜L(2.C)′N .
Now, we are to list simplest representations of these groups. The result obtaned is as follows: all above
representations Ti(g) (see Setion 3) at onfining them to sub-groups SL(2.C)M(N) and SL(2.C)M ′,(′N)
lead to representations hanging into eah other by a symmilarity transformation. In other words, in
fat there exists only one representation of these partly extended spinor groups. This may be understood
as impossibility to determine any group-theoretial parity onept (P or T ) within the limits of partly
extended spinor groups.
5. On reduing spinor groups to a real form
Till now we have ounted all spinor groups GM ∼ GN , G
′ ∼′ G , G , ′G′ among possible
andidates to be overing of the full Lorentz group L↑↓+− It is desirable to have formulated some extra
argument to hoose only one spinor group as a genuine (physial) overing.
Let us draw attention to the fat that the used bispinor matrix (ontinuous one)
Φ =
(
ξα
ηα˙
)
; Φ′ = S(k, k¯′) Φ , S =
(
B(k) 0
0 B(k¯∗)
)
(5.1)
an be taken to a real-valued form. This implies that in the bispinor spae a speial basis an be found
where the bispinor wave funtion
ΦM (x) = ϕ(x) + iξ(x) ϕ
∗(x) = ϕ(x) , ξ∗(x) = ξ(x)
transforms under SL(2.C) group by means of real (4 × 4)-matries. Therefore, the real 4-spinors ϕ(x)
and ξ(x), onstituents of omplex-valued ΦM (x), transform as independent irreduible representations.
In physial ontext of real Majorana fermions this reads as a group-theoretial permission to exist. But
these arguments have been based only on ontinuous SL(2.C)-transformations, the idea is to extend
these on disrete operations too.
So we must find the answer to the question of whih of the extended spinor groups an be redued
to a real form? With this end in mind let us write down the bispinor matrix in the form that does not
depend on an aidental basis hoie
4
:
S(k, k¯∗) =
1
2
(k0 + k
∗
0) +
1
2
(k0 − k
∗
0) γ
5 + (k1 + k
∗
1) σ
01 + (k1 − k
∗
1) i σ
23 +
(k2 + k
∗
2)σ
02 + (k2 − k
∗
2) i σ
31 + (k3 + k
∗
3) σ
03 + (k3 − k
∗
3) i σ
13 . (5.2)
4
Above we employed the Weyl basis.
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The form (5.2) being taken in the spinor frame
γa =
(
0 σ¯a
σa 0
)
, γ5 = −i γ0 γ1 γ2 γ3 =
(
−I 0
0 +I
)
(5.3)
gives the used above. But the form (5.2) is invariant under any similarity transformations:
γa
′
= A γa A−1 , Φ′ = A Φ , S′(k, k¯∗) = A S.(k, k¯
∗) A−1 .
So, it remains to write down all used disrete operations M,M ′N,′N in terms of Dira matries:
M = +γ0 , M ′ = +i γ0 , N = +i γ5 γ0 , ′N = −γ5 γ0 (5.4)
and to take into aount that any Majorana basis satisfy the relations
(γaM )
∗ = −γaM , (γ
5
M )
∗ = −γ5M , (σ
ab
M )
∗ = σabM . (5.5)
Therefore, in suh frames the used disrete operations obey
S∗ = S , M∗ = −M , (M ′)∗ = +M ′ , N∗ = −N , (′N)∗ = +′N . (5.6)
Thus, six spinor groups behave under omplex onjugation as indiated below
GM GN G
′ ′G G ′G′
S∗ = S S∗ = S S∗ = S S∗ = S S∗ = S S∗ = S
M∗ = −M N∗ = −N M ′∗ = +M ′ ′N∗ = +′N M∗ = −M M ′∗ = +M
(M ′)∗ = +M ′ ′N∗ = +′N N∗ = −N M∗ = −M N∗ = −N ′M∗ = +′M
From this it follows that only the group
′G′ an be redued to a real-valued form. Only this group allows
for real-valued spinor representations, Majorana fermions
5
.
6. Disussion
In the present paper, the problem of fermion parity is onsidered on the base of investigating possible
single-valued representations of spinor overings of the extended Lorentz group. It is shown that in the
frame of this theory does not exist, as separate onepts, P-parity and T-parity for a fermion, instead only
some unified onept of (PT)-parity an be determined in a group-theoretial Apparently, physis with
spinor group in its base differs from that based on the orthogonal group L↑↓+− and only experiment must
deide the problem one and for all. It is needless to say that the task annot be solved without a thor-
ough theoretial analysis of possible experimental verifiations in both orthogonal and spinor framework.
language.
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